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Abstract
The introduction of ninhydrin treatment as a chemical technique for the visualisation
of latent fingermarks on porous surfaces revolutionised approaches to forensic
fingermark examination. Since then, a range of amino acid sensitive reagents has been
developed and such compounds are in widespread use by law enforcement agencies
worldwide. This paper reviews the development and use of these reagents for the
detection of latent fingermarks on porous surfaces. A brief overview is provided,
including an historical background, forensic significance, and a general approach to
the development of latent fingermarks on porous surfaces. This is followed by a
discussion of specific amino acid sensitive treatments.
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1. Introduction
A central tenet of forensic science is the exchange principle first proposed by Edmond
Locard, which is often abbreviated to “every contact leaves a trace”. Every time there
is contact between persons, objects and locales there is an exchange of physical
information. This is vitally important in crime scene investigation as it enables
investigators to establish links between the scene, victims and the perpetrators. The
impressions left by the friction ridge skin on the palmar surfaces of the hands, most
often referred to as fingermarks, not only demonstrate contact but are also sufficiently
unique to enable personal identification [1-3]. The most common form of these is
latent (hidden) fingermarks, and successful recovery from a surface or object relies
upon their detection. To this end, a range of physical and chemical methods has been
developed for the visualisation of latent fingermarks [1-3]. These methods target
differences between the latent fingermark and the substrate upon which it is
deposited, and are based either on physical attraction or a chemical reaction [1-3].

Paper-based evidence such as documents, wrapping material and containers, are
frequently encountered in criminal investigations. The most widely used methods for
detecting latent fingermarks on porous surfaces rely upon the detection of the amino
acids present in natural skin secretions [4-6]. When deposited on paper substrates, the
amino acids are believed to bind tightly to the cellulose (provided that moisture levels
are not excessive), preserving an impression of the friction ridge patterns [3]. These
impressions can be very long-lived, with impressions over 40 years of age being
successfully visualized [3]. The first amino acid sensitive reagent to be used for the
detection of latent fingermarks was ninhydrin, which gives visible purple prints [7].
Since its introduction, there has been significant research into more sensitive
treatments, which has resulted in a range of techniques used routinely by law
enforcement for fingermark detection [8-10]. The detection of latent fingermarks on
paper surfaces using these techniques can be considered as the trace detection of
amino acids where the spatial distribution of the amino acids within (upon) the
substrate needs to be retained. The intention of this paper is to provide an overview
for analytical chemists unfamiliar with the area and review some recent advances in
the field.
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2. Latent fingermarks and their forensic significance
2.1 Friction ridge skin and fingermarks
Skin, or the cutaneous membrane, in combination with a variety of accessory
structures (hair, nails and glands), forms the integumentary system, which is the
largest organ system in the human body [11]. Skin has two major components, the
epidermis and the dermis [1].

The epidermis provides protection for the rest of the body from mechanical injury and
from microorganisms. Depending on location, the epidermis can range in thickness
from 0.08 mm to 0.5 mm, with thicker skin being found on the gripping surfaces of
the hands and on the soles of the feet. Beneath the epidermis is the underlying
connective tissue of the dermis, within which can be found blood vessels and sensory
neurons, and the various accessory structures such as hair follicles and sweat glands,
which project through the epidermis to the surface of the skin [11,12].

The grasping surfaces of the skin covering the fingers, palms and soles of the feet are
covered in ridges and furrows, with sweat pores located along the top of the ridges.
The ridges and furrows, which form characteristic patterns, develop at an early stage
of gestation and have their basis in the underlying dermis [3]. Superficial damage to
the epidermis will not affect them, with the patterns re-appearing on recovery. The
patterns are long lived, lasting throughout the life of the individual, with only deep
scar tissue potentially obscuring them. The exact shape and form of the patterns
observed are controlled by both genetic and physical variables in utero, although the
mechanism of their formation is not well understood [3].

The first use of impressions of friction ridge skin for identification has been a matter
of some conjecture. There are indications that fingermark impressions in wax, clay
and ink were used for signing legal documents in ancient Rome and the Far East.
Early anatomical studies were carried out by Nehemiah Grew (1684) and Marcello
Malphigi (1686), with the first major work in this area being carried out by JohanEvangelist Purkinje, who published a study on fingermark patterns, including a
classification system in 1823 [13]. This study went by unremarked in the early stages
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of the introduction of fingermarks for criminal investigations. This was probably due
to the limited circulation of the report and the fact that it was written in Latin [13].

The advent of the modern use of friction ridge skin impressions for law enforcement
and criminal investigations was largely in the period from 1870 to 1900. The exact
course of events is complicated, and there was significant acrimony between some of
the early pioneers. The interested reader is directed towards the books and articles that
deal with the early history of fingermark identification and the references therein [1318].

Initially, fingerprint impressions were examined as a potential method for identifying
habitual criminals after arrest; however, in one of the earliest papers on the subject,
Henry Faulds suggested the potential for their use in criminal investigations [19]. It
was only a few years after this, in 1892, that the first recorded use of a fingermark at a
crime scene occurred. The evidence enabled the conviction of Francesca Rojas in
Argentina for the murder of her children [13,14]. Since that time, fingermarks at
crime scenes have become one of the most useful tools for law enforcement in the
investigation of crimes.

Impressions of friction ridge skin can be classified into two main groups, visible and
latent. Visible marks occur due to the presence of a coloured contaminant on the skin
(such as blood, oil or ink) giving a positive visible impression, or a coloured
substance on the substrate that can be removed when touched (such as a layer of soot
or dust), to leave a negative visible impression [3,20]. Occasionally, a visible print
will be made by impression in a soft material such as clay or putty [3,20]. Latent, that
is essentially invisible, friction ridge impressions are formed by the transfer of skin
secretions and non-visible surface contaminants to the substrate [1,3,20]. This is the
most common type of fingermark evidence found at crime scenes [1,3]. It is also the
most problematic as latent fingermarks require some form of development to enable
them to be visualised and recorded.

2.2 Chemical composition of latent fingermarks
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Successful development of latent fingermarks relies heavily upon the chemistry of the
latent fingermark residue itself [21]. On deposition, the fingermark can be considered
to be a mixture of natural secretions – an emulsion of waxes, oils and aqueous
components – and surface contaminants present on the skin surface [12,21]. With
time, the chemical nature of the latent deposit will change due to evaporation of
volatile components, bacterial action and oxidation [21]. The rate of change will be
dependant upon the initial chemical composition of the residue and environmental
conditions. This aging process can have a significant effect upon the successful
development of a latent fingermark. Despite these issues, most fingermark detection
techniques have been developed from the knowledge of the components of human
skin secretions, without regard to the potential for aging of the print [21].

The glands responsible for the skin secretions are found within the dermis and fall
into three kinds: eccrine, sebaceous and apocrine (Table 1) [11]. For the purpose of
latent fingermark detection, the most important are the eccrine and sebaceous glands
[3,12,21]. Eccrine glands are the only glands on the palms of the hands and thus
contribute the major aqueous component of a latent fingermark. In addition, the hands
are commonly contaminated with sebaceous secretions due to activities such as
touching the face and combing the hair. Latent deposits are made up of varying
combinations of secretions from these two types of gland and, while one type of
secretion may predominate, there can be no purely eccrine or purely sebaceous
deposit [3,12,21]. The composition of these secretions has been reviewed from the
forensic detection standpoint and is summarized in Table 2 [3,12,21].

(Insert tables 1 and 2)

The presence of amino acids in human sweat has been widely reported in the
biomedical literature (eg. [4-6,22-25]), with a wide range of amino acids being
identified in human sweat (Table 3) [6]. It is known that the exact profile of amino
acids present, and at what concentration, will depend upon the individual and a
variety of other factors including general health, diet, gender and age [12]. This
means that, whenever a new method for the detection of latent fingermarks on paper
surfaces is under consideration, non-specific amino acid sensitive reagents are likely
to have greater applicability [3].
6

(Insert tables 3)

2.3 Amino acids and the detection of latent fingermarks on porous surfaces
The amino acid component of skin secretions, and of environmental contaminants 1, is
extremely important when seeking latent fingermarks on paper substrates. The amino
acids, when transferred to the surface of a paper substrate, will bind strongly with
minimal migration provided that the surface is not wet or exposed to very high
humidity [3]. Latent fingermarks formed in this way can be extremely long lived, with
the authors having seen good-quality latent fingermarks in excess of 20 years of age
being developed with amino acid sensitive reagents. Prior to the introduction of
ninhydrin, paper documents were considered to be extremely challenging for latent
fingermark detection, with limited techniques being applied (typically limited to the
use of conventional fingermark powders). It would not be an understatement that the
introduction of ninhydrin revolutionised this aspect of latent fingermark detection.

The use of amino acid sensitive reagents is one stage in the sequential approach taken
by law enforcement in the examination of porous materials such as paper or cardboard
[26,27]. The first step is a non-destructive visual examination of the evidence. If the
evidence is wet, treatment with amino acid reagents is not appropriate as the amino
acid component of any latent fingermarks present will have been washed away or
diffused [3].

Treatment of evidence with an amino acid sensitive reagent involves dipping or
spraying the item of interest with a solution of the reagent, often followed by heating
[1-3]. A wide range of formulations has been proposed for the more established
reagents such as ninhydrin, 1,8-diazafluoren-9-one (DFO) and 1,2 indanedione [1-3].
These formulations have generally been developed on the basis of observation and
experience, although cost, health, safety and operational simplicity are also factors [11

One of the authors (SWL) has seen the development of very strongly coloured prints

from subjects who have recently handled cooked meats, during demonstrations of
fingermark detection techniques to the general public.
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3,20]. There have been wide divergences of opinion in the literature as to optimal
reagent formulations and subsequent reaction conditions (see Section 3.2.2). Bramble
and Brennan in 2001 suggested that a key unresolved problem in latent fingermark
detection was the lack of a systematic testing regime for establishing the effectiveness
of new detection methods [21]. Researchers generally use the “split print” approach,
where a single fingermark is divided into two parts, which can then be treated
separately with different conditions or reagents. Another approach is where a series of
latent fingermarks are deposited on the surface of interest without touching anything
between depositions so as to give a depletion series of prints with lower quantities of
material deposited [28,29]. This allows some estimation of the sensitivity of the
treatment. A similar approach has been used by Roux and co-workers [30-35].
Ramotowski and colleagues used the examination of naturally handled envelopes to
determine the operational usefulness of 1,2-indanedione [36]. Schwarz and coworkers reported the retrofitting of an ink jet printer to print amino acids onto paper to
produce standard patterns of amino acids of known concentration [37]. While this is
useful as a research tool and potentially for quality assurance purposes, there is still
the issue that the printer cannot reproduce the other components of a latent fingermark
that may affect development.

Bramble and Brennan have summarised the key requirements of any successful
fingermark visualisation reagent as being: (1) a suitable medium for the reagent; (2) a
method of transport for the reagent onto or into the surface of the item of interest, and
(3) provision of suitable reaction conditions [21]. Amino acid sensitive reagents are
typically dissolved in a carrier solvent along with additional components such as polar
solvent modifiers, acetic acid and metal salts. An ideal carrier solvent is required to be
volatile enough to evaporate quickly, non-toxic, non-flammable and non-polar, so as
to avoid the running of inks on treated documents. These requirements led to the
widespread use of 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane (also known as CFC 113,
Freon 113, Fluorisol and Arklone P) as a carrier solvent for ninhydrin and its
analogues [2,3]. Due to its action as an ozone-depleting chemical, this solvent is no
longer available for law enforcement use and alternatives such as the Freon
replacement 1-methoxynonafluorobutane (HFE 7100) have been introduced [2,3].
Petroleum ether and other hydrocarbons have also been used as carrier solvents, but
these are highly flammable and thus not always able to be used under normal
8

operational conditions [3]. In addition to the carrier solvent, small amounts of a more
polar solvent such ethyl acetate, dichloromethane, ethanol or methanol may be
required to ensure that the reagents remain in solution. Depending upon the reagent,
formulations may also contain other components such as acetic acid (to modify pH)
and metal salts (to improve development). These variations are discussed in sections
3.2.1 to 3.2.2 below.

Most reagents generally require the application of heat to develop the latent
fingermark. As is the case with formulation composition, there has been a wide
variety of heating regimes proposed. This heat can be applied through the use of an
oven [34], domestic iron [38] or laundry press [34]. Depending on the reagent, a
certain level of humidity may also be required; for example, humidity improves the
development obtained with ninhydrin and genipin [2,9,39]. In some cases, such as
DFO, humidity can be detrimental to successful development [40]. For some reagents
it has been proposed that the heating step can be omitted, although this leads to
extended development times [2,3].

The developed latent fingermark is examined and recorded photographically for
subsequent fingermark identification. The exact recording conditions used will
depend upon the reagent that has been used to develop the mark. While the
fingermark may be visible to the naked eye under natural light (Figure 1 [41]), it can
generally be enhanced by making use of the light absorbing characteristics of the
developed print. Ruhemann’s purple, the reaction product of ninhydrin with amino
acids, has a strong absorption band at approximately 560 nm. Ninhydrin developed
fingermarks are thus best observed by illuminating with white light while viewing
through a green-yellow band pass filter (Figure 2 [3]).

Insert Figure 1 and 2

An important advance for the detection of fingermarks using amino acid sensitive
reagents was the advent of photoluminescence methods. It was found that ninhydrin
developed marks, when post-treated with a metal salt and cooled with liquid nitrogen,
exhibited photoluminescence, which could be used to significantly enhance detection
sensitivity and contrast [42]. Since these early studies, the main focus of amino acid
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reagent research has been on developing reagents that exhibit good colour and
superior photoluminescence without the need for additional treatments (such as metal
salt treatment or cooling) [10]. Photoluminescence is observed by illuminating the
developed fingermark with a filtered light source (or laser) and viewing through
appropriate filters (Figures 1 and 2 and Table 4).

(Table 4)

The application of lasers to the detection of untreated latent fingermarks was first
proposed by Dalrymple et al. in 1977 [43]. It was found in operational use that very
few latent fingermarks exhibited native photoluminescence, however this became the
starting point for the investigation of various detection techniques based on
fingermark luminescence. Lasers subsequently became increasing employed in
combination with latent fingermark development reagents. Herod and Menzel found
that the 488 nm line of the argon laser was ideal for exciting the Ruhemann's
purple/zinc complex (λex 485 nm) [44]. While lasers are powerful light sources for
exciting treated latent fingermarks, earlier models suffered from high cost and a lack
of portability. Kobus and co-workers demonstrated the suitability of a Xenon arc lamp
fitted with range of filters as a light source for exciting treated latent fingermarks
[42,45]. Since then, a wide range of non-laser light sources, collectively referred to as
forensic light sources, has become commercially available and are extensively used in
criminal investigations [2,46]. Such light sources are generally more versatile than
lasers due to the wide range of wavelength bands that are available (compared to the
limited number of laser lines that are typically available with laser-based systems).
More recently, chemical imaging systems have been investigated for the visualization
of treated latent fingermarks [31,47]. While this approach can provide significant
advantages for weak marks and those on highly luminescent backgrounds, it is a very
specialized technique that is generally not available to operational laboratories for
routine use.

An important consideration for a fingerprint reagent or treatment is its place in the
fingerprint development sequence. Items of evidence may require subsequent analysis
for DNA or be subjected to document examination. Any proposed new procedure
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requires testing for its compatibility with other forensic tests [21]. It is also well
established that the sequential use of specific amino acid sensitive treatments will
result in the detection of more fingermarks [27]. Research at the Central Research
Establishment in the UK found that treatment with ninhydrin after DFO resulted in up
to 10 % more marks being developed than with DFO on its own. This result was
confirmed by a national field trial held in Canada [48]. Use of ninhydrin before DFO
resulted in no further marks being developed [27]. Research of this nature has resulted
in the publication of recommendations of reagent sequences [26,27]. These
recommendations will give satisfactory results in 70–80 % of cases, and may require
modification in some circumstances depending on the nature of evidence being
examined [3]. In addition, as indicated by Lee and Gaensslen, these sequences need to
be under constant review as new reagents and treatments are developed, as even
subtle changes in formulation or treatment conditions may have an effect on the
performance of a reagent in a sequence [20]. In a recent study, Wallace-Kunkel and
co-workers determined that no advantage was gained by using 1,2-indanedione in
sequence with ninhydrin compared with the use of 1,2-indanedione on its own. This
was in contrast to earlier studies and was thought to be due to the differences in
reagent formulation used [34].

3. Amino acid sensitive reagents
3.1 Ninhydrin
Ninhydrin is recognised as the predominant reagent for the visualisation of latent
fingermarks on porous surfaces to aid criminal investigations [49-52]. On reaction
with amino acids, ninhydrin (2,2-dihydroxy-1,3-indanedione) forms a non-fluorescent
purple product. The reagent was first synthesised and discovered to react with amino
acids in 1910 by Siegfried Ruhemann. A colour change was observed after the
reagent contacted his skin, with the formation of a purple compound that was
subsequently named “Ruhemann’s purple” [49,52]. It took until the mid 1950s before
the suggestion was made, by Oden and von Hofsten, that ninhydrin could be used as a
means to detect latent fingermarks on porous substrates [7].
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Ninhydrin has now become the most extensively publicised and researched amino
acid visualisation reagent [53]. Initial debates in relation to the types of amino acids
responsible for this purple formation are well documented. Some indicated the
involvement of all amino acids, whereas others reported that only alpha amino acids
were reactive in this way. Collective opinions suggested the likelihood that the purple
colour was the same irrespective of the amino acid. This was after indications that
only a fragment of the amino acid (the nitrogen of the amino group) is featured in the
structure of Ruhemann’s purple [2,54]. The accepted general mechanism for the
ninhydrin reaction was proposed by Friedman and Williams in 1974 [55] and was
confirmed, with slight modifications, by Grigg and colleagues with the use of x-ray
studies [52,56]. The most documented proposal involves a Strekker degradation
where reduction of a carbonyl on indanetrione forms 2-amino-1,3-indanedione (II in
Scheme 1) by means of a resonance stabilised azomethine ylide. The 2-amino-1,3indanedione can then react with another indanetrione molecule to form the stable 1,3dipole Ruhemann’s purple [2,56-58].

(insert Scheme 1)

Despite ninhydrin’s operational success with respect to developing latent fingermarks
on porous surfaces, several limitations became apparent. Of particular importance was
the lack of contrast and sensitivity observed which was resolved with the introduction
of a secondary metal salt treatment and the use of lasers and alternate light sources.
Previous studies involving separation of amino acids by thin layer chromatography
using ninhydrin as a visualising agent had utilised an additional treatment with
particular metal salts which resulted in a colour change to red or orange (Figure 2)
[2].

Fingermark chemists in turn looked at this as a means to overcome any potential
contrast issues, in particular with coloured substrates, and also found evidence of
improved stability of the coloured product [2]. In 1982, Herod and Menzel, who
investigated this concept, not only found that fingermarks underwent a colour change
with a post-treatment using zinc chloride but also observed intense fluorescence when
viewed under an argon laser [44]. Kobus and co-workers indicated the importance of
cooling with liquid nitrogen (77K) to observe luminescence when excited using
12

illumination from a filtered Xenon arc lamp. Ruhemann’s purple forms a coordination
complex with the metal salt changing the colour of the compound. The colour change
observed is due to energy transitions of electrons in the d orbitals of the transition
metal. The increased rigidity of the pi system in the Ruhemann’s purple metal ion
complex is thought to cause the observed luminescence. This effect is further
enhanced when cooled with liquid nitrogen. This provides a similar outcome to the
use of an argon laser and serves as an alternative to law enforcement agencies that
lack funding or access to an argon laser [42].

Photoluminescence characteristics are valuable in analytical chemistry due to
increased sensitivity resulting in improved detection limits. When applied to
fingermark chemistry, this allows for excellent contrast, offering fingermarks with
intense luminescence and minimal background interference [2,59,60]. The
luminescence characteristics observed for the Ruhemann’s purple – metal ion
complex is dependent on the type of metal salt used; for example, when using zinc
chloride as the post-treatment, the excitation maximum is at 495 nm, with an emission
maximum of 540 nm [26]. Ruhemann’s purple is known to be an active chelating
agent that readily forms coordination complexes with certain metal ions [61]. The
accepted structure of the Ruhemann’s purple metal complex, as shown in Scheme 1-b,
was first determined by Lennard and colleagues with the use of X-ray diffraction [61].
This was verified via single crystal x-ray diffraction studies conducted by Davies and
co-workers [62,63].

A large body of work has been carried out into the optimal developmental conditions
for ninhydrin [2,3,64-67]. The formation of Ruhemann’s purple has a slow reaction
rate, which can be accelerated with the application of heat. Heat application is not
generally recommended because ninhydrin may react with particular additives
incorporated in the paper. The application of heat will speed up both the desired and
undesired processes, resulting in a degradation of contrast and a potential destruction
of any fingermark evidence. As this undesired side-reaction is considered to be slower
than the reaction that takes place with amino acids, it is preferable to monitor the
reaction without the application of heat to ensure that any developed marks are
recorded immediately and before background staining becomes problematic [26].
Along with this, the developmental conditions, such as temperature, acidity (pH) and
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humidity, must be controlled to ensure optimal production of the coloured product.
Generally the formulation consists of a final concentration of approximately 0.5% w/v
ninhydrin, with fingermark development allowed to progress at room temperature
over a 24–48 hour period in an environment with 50–80% relative humidity [1,61].

3.2 Ninhydrin analogues
The discovery of ninhydrin as an effective fingermark detection reagent prompted
further investigations into ninhydrin analogues. This was based on the awareness that
Ruhemann’s finding was serendipitous, not on the basis of chemical knowledge and
theoretical design. Along with this, the issues with contrast and visualisation could
not be overcome by simple modification of the ninhydrin formulation and working
conditions. This sparked fingermark chemists to investigate various molecules that
possessed similar structural features that were responsible for the formation of
Ruhemann’s purple [2,52]. In 1982, Almog and colleagues were the first to apply this
methodology as a means to improve the visualisation properties with respect to
fingermark detection. In principle, the inclusion of electron donating and/or electron
accepting substituents alters the electronic properties of the conjugated system, to
produce variations in colour and/or photoluminescence. The general consensus was to
develop specifically coloured complexes that could be applied to aid visualisation on
a variety of backgrounds – in particular, backgrounds notorious for being problematic
with conventional ninhydrin treatment [2,52]. Many ninhydrin analogues were
synthesised and have been studied, some of which are shown in Figure 3 [51,52,68].

(insert figure 3)

Some of the analogues in Figure 3 showed promise, with both improvements in
visualisation and variation in colour and luminescence [2]. The most prominent
ninhydrin analogues, which surpassed initial expectations, were 1,8-diazafluorene-9one (DFO) and 1,2-indanedione. These were of particular interest because they
produce both colour and intense luminescence on reaction with the amino acids in
latent fingermarks, without further treatment.
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3.2.1 1,8-Diazafluoren-9-one (DFO)
DFO was first synthesised by Druey and Schmidt in 1950 [69] and introduced as a
fingermark reagent by Grigg and Pounds in 1990 [70,71]. On reaction with amino
acids, DFO forms a red product that is luminescent (λex 430-580 nm, λem 560-620 nm
[3]) when viewed under a laser [40] or an alternate light source [72]. Isolation and
identification of the luminescent product has been carried out and, even though DFO
is not a direct analogue of ninhydrin, it is thought to react with amino acids in a
similar fashion (Scheme 2) [30,70,71,73]. Initially, DFO reacts with the amino acid to
form an imine (I), which undergoes decarboxylation and hydrolysis to form an
aromatic amine (II). This amine then reacts further with an excess of DFO to produce
a red product (III) [73]. Unlike the ninhydrin reaction, for this reaction to proceed
heat must be applied using either an oven (20 min at 100°C [3]) or a dry heat/ironing
press (10 sec at 180°C [72]). It is important to note that prolonged heat, high
temperatures and humidity should be avoided as they have a detrimental effect on the
luminescence of developed marks [38,40].

(insert Scheme 2)

DFO treatment affords developed fingermarks that are strongly luminescent without
any secondary treatment or reduction in temperature. Observation in the luminescence
mode provides greater detection sensitivity than can be obtained with ninhydrin [1,7072,74]. In the absorption mode, ninhydrin developed fingermarks possess greater
contrast compared to the pale red/purple colour obtained using DFO [34,70,72]. It has
been suggested that the weak red/purple colour is produced by the incomplete or slow
reaction of DFO with the amino acids found in latent deposits [28,52]. Therefore, it is
recommended that the colour of weakly developed fingermarks should be further
enhanced by treatment with ninhydrin if necessary, particularly if background
luminescence precludes detection in the luminescence mode [40,75].

Even though DFO was found to produce intensely luminescent fingermarks, research
continued to investigate the enhancement of both sensitivity and contrast of the
reagent. One approach, in a similar manner to ninhydrin, was to investigate the
addition of metal salts. Conn and co-workers investigated the effect of zinc, cadmium,
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ruthenium and europium on the luminescence of DFO treated fingermarks. They
found that, while metal salt treatment showed no significant increase in the
luminescence, a change in the colour of the product was observed with all but
europium [30]. This suggests that, as with ninhydrin, the metal salts form a complex
with the reaction product, thus changing its colour.

Since the introduction of DFO as a routine fingermark detection method, the precise
formulation of the reagent has varied significantly [26,40,70,72,75-77]. The initial
formulation suggested by Pounds and colleagues contained methanol, acetic acid and
CFC 113, which was found to be unstable and the large amount of methanol caused
the running of some inks on cheques [70]. While methanol is primarily used to
dissolve DFO in the non-polar carrier solvent, it has been shown to be a necessary
component of the DFO formulation as it causes the formation of a reactive hemiketal
[73]. Stoilovic and co-workers found that a formulation with a final polar solvent
concentration below 10% would not cause any significant dispersion of writing inks
on treated documents [72].

Improvements on the early formulation were made by Hardwick and colleagues that
resulted in a formulation that was stable for months and was simple to prepare [75]
when compared to the petroleum ether/xylene formulation suggested by Masters et al.
[40]. While CFC 113 was considered the best carrier solvent for DFO, environmental
concerns prompted the search for new, safer carrier solvents. Diderjean and coworkers found that a formulation where CFC 113 was replaced with HFE 7100
developed fingermarks that were of equal or better quality than those developed with
a CFC 113 based formulation [76]. The current formulation recommended by the
Australian Federal Police contains 0.72 g/L DFO, 9% polar solvent (dichloromethane,
methanol and acetic acid) in HFC 4310mee (1,1,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane)
[26].

Typically, DFO is applied to a substrate by dipping in the reagent solution, air drying,
and heating in either an oven or ironing press. In order to combat problems with
particular carrier solvents (eg. environmentally damaging, flammable, or causing ink
to run), a new method of applying DFO to the substrate – referred to as “DFO-Dry” –
was investigated by Bratton and Juhala [78]. This technique involved the application
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of DFO from soaked filter papers by processing with a steam iron filled with a 5%
acetic acid solution before heating at 100°C for 10 minutes. “DFO-Dry” does not use
any heptane, petroleum ether, or CFC 113 in the working solution. The advantages of
this method are reported to be equal luminescence in developed marks compared to
conventional techniques without background induced luminescence or any ink
migration, and the “working papers” can be prepared in advance and reused several
times [78].

3.2.2 1,2-Indanedione
Joullié and colleagues first publicised, in 1997, the ability of 1,2-indanedione to react
with the amino acids present in latent fingermarks [51,79]. Since that time, significant
research has been undertaken into the use of 1,2-indanedione as a fingermark
detection reagent. Similar to DFO, the reaction between α-amino acids and 1,2indanedione results in a pale pink colour with intense room-temperature luminescence
[8,51,79,80]. Studies into the mechanism of the reaction of 1,2-indanedione and
amino acids suggest that it reacts initially with amines to form imines (I in Scheme 3)
[57,80,81], which is then followed by decarboxylation and Strekker degradation to
produce 2-amino-1-indanone (II). This can then react further with an excess of 1,2indanedione to produce a coloured and luminescent species (III) [57]. Although
proposed, the reaction product has yet to be isolated and its structure confirmed.

(insert Scheme 3)

As 1,2-indanedione is similar in structure to ninhydrin, treatment of the reaction
product with metal salts has been investigated [32,34,51,79]. When 1,2-indanedione
developed fingermarks were treated with zinc or cadmium chloride, the luminescence
intensity of the reaction product was increased [32,34,51,79] and the colour of the
product became a darker pink, improving contrast [34]. This also occurred when the
zinc salt was added to the solution of 1,2-indanedione [33,51]; this was reported to
decrease the shelf-life of the reagent [51]. Recent investigations have determined that
the shelf-life of a revised 1,2-indanedione formulation is not adversely affected by the
addition of a metal salt [34] and the development of fingermarks using a combined
1,2-indanedione/zinc (II) (IND-Zn) formulation is less reliant on ambient humidity
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[33]. The exact role of the metal salt in the 1,2-indanedione reaction has yet to be
clarified but is the focus of current investigations.

Early studies showed that fingermarks treated with 1,2-indanedione alone
decomposed within a few days, to lose both their colour and luminescence [51].
Those treated with IND-Zn had increased longevity, taking weeks or months to lose
their colour and luminescence [51]. In 2003, Gardener and co-workers investigated
the stability of 1,2-indanedione treated fingermarks when exposed to daylight for
extended periods of time. They found that samples left in daylight for 28 days
degraded to only 20 % of their original luminescence, and samples excluded from
light had increased longevity. They also found that post-treatment of the sample with
zinc chloride did not slow down the degradation, and suggested that photolysis of the
product was the cause of the degradation [82].

Since the discovery of 1,2-indanedione, there have been inconsistencies in the
literature concerning the optimal working formulation for the development of latent
fingermarks [28,32-34,77,82-86]. Early investigations used methanolic solutions,
although it is now recommended to limit the amount of the alcohols in 1,2indanedione solutions as they form hemiketals that interfere in the reaction with
amino acids [28,57,87]. In addition, methanolic solutions were believed to be
responsible for the smudging of developed fingermarks [32]. Roux et al. investigated
the effect of different carrier solvents (CFC 113, methanol, petroleum ether, HFC
4310mee and HFE 7100) on the development of latent fingermarks. They found that
HFE 7100 and HFC 4310mee produced more intense luminescence than petroleum
ether and CFC 113, with HFE 7100 showing the most promising results [32].
Wallace-Kunkel and co-workers also investigated the different carrier solvents HFE
7100, HFC 4310mee and HFE 71de (1-methoxynonafluorobutane mixed with 1,2dichloroethylene) as replacements for petroleum ether. The results showed that HFE
7100 was superior to the other solvents, providing better results with lower health and
safety risks [34]. Studies conducted by Bicknell and Ramotowski found that a
petroleum ether based formulation developed fingermarks that were darker in colour
and showed stronger luminescence than a HFE 7100 formulation [36].
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There has also been some disagreement in the literature concerning the necessity of
acetic acid in the 1,2-indanedione formulation. It was assumed that, as the ninhydrin
reaction requires a slightly acidic environment [66,88], so too would 1,2-indanedione.
Wiesner and colleagues investigated the influence of pH on this reaction and reported
that better results were obtained using a formulation without acetic acid [28].
However, acetic acid is still considered by most research groups to be an important
component of the 1,2-indanedione formulation and its use is widespread. It has been
found that relative humidity and moisture content of the paper affects the reaction of
1,2-indanedione with amino acids in fingermarks [33,34,86]. This may account for the
observed differences in the literature due to variation in climatic conditions of
countries where research has been carried out. Unlike DFO, heating of 1,2indanedione treated latent fingermarks is not necessary as they may develop at room
temperature over 24 – 48 hours [32]. The 1,2-indanedione reaction can be accelerated
by heating with either an oven or dry heat/laundry press [32,34]. Both Roux et al. and
Wallace-Kunkel et al. found that heat applied with a laundry press provided better
luminescence than oven heating [32,34]. For optimum development, it is
recommended that 1,2-indanedione treated fingermarks are heated with a laundry
press at 160–165°C for 10 seconds [26].

It is generally agreed that, when only using white light to visualise treated latent
fingermarks, ninhydrin is more advantageous than both 1,2-indanedione and DFO due
to a deeper colouration, which produces better contrast. It is also agreed that, when
viewing treated fingermarks under a forensic light source in the luminescence mode,
both DFO and 1,2-indanedione are more sensitive than ninhydrin with metal salt posttreatment [32,34]. There are inconsistencies as to whether 1,2-indanedione shows
superior fingermark development compared to DFO [8,28,32-34,36,51,77,82,89].
Here, the meaning of ‘superior development’ is twofold: (i) whether a reagent
develops more fingermarks that are identifiable; and (ii) whether the resulting
fingermarks show an enhanced appearance in both the absorption and luminescence
modes. Merrick and co-workers reported that 1,2-indanedione developed fewer
identifiable latent fingermarks than DFO [77]. In a similar fashion, a national field
trial conducted in Canada found DFO performed better than the formulation of 1,2indanedione used [89]. In contrast other studies have found that 1,2-indanedione
developed substantially more latent fingermarks than DFO or DFO followed by
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treatment with ninhydrin [28,34]. Recent investigations report that IND-Zn produces
a greater number of identifiable fingermarks than DFO [33]. Gardner and colleagues
reported that DFO treated latent fingermarks are more luminescent than those treated
with 1,2-indanedione [82]. This statement is supported by Roux and colleagues
findings that 1,2-indanedione only produced fingermarks that were more luminescent
than DFO after post-treatment with a metal salt and cooling [32]. On the other hand,
Wallace-Kunkel and co-workers found that 1,2-indanedione produces more
luminescent fingermarks [34]. More recent research conducted in Australia and the
United States has found that IND-Zn develops fingermarks that are deeper in colour
and more luminescent than DFO [33,36]. These discrepancies could be caused by
differences in the 1,2-indanedione formulations and development conditions used in
each of the studies (eg. presence or absence of zinc, reagent concentrations, solvent
mixture, oven versus heat press development, etc.).

As described above, there remains a wide variation in views as to the optimum
conditions and relative performance of the various formulations proposed for 1,2indanedione and DFO. These variations are in all likelihood due to the local
environment and the substrates under investigation, as well as the many minor
variations in reagent formulation. A reagent that works best under one set of
conditions (formulation, environmental factors, substrates, etc.) may not be the best
reagent under another set of conditions (eg. different country, different climate,
different substrates). This would then explain why DFO appears better in UK studies
(and to some extent in Canada), while 1,2-indanedione appears better in Australia
(and Israel). This was highlighted in a recent study by Spindler et al. who reported
spectral variations for the reaction products of ninhydrin, DFO, indanedione and
indanedione–zinc reagents with amino acids on cellulose based substrates [90]. It is
the authors’ belief that, on this basis, there cannot be a single global optimum for any
of the discussed fingermark treatments.

As with DFO, the position of 1,2-indanedione in the sequence of reagents for use on
porous surfaces has been examined [32,34]. Preliminary studies by Roux and
colleagues concluded that 1,2-indanedione gave marginal advantages when used in
sequence with DFO and gave inferior results to ninhydrin or 1,2-indanedione alone
when used in sequence with ninhydrin [32]. A study conducted by Wallace-Kunkel et
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al. in 2007 reports contradictory findings. They found that when 1,2-indanedione is
used after ninhydrin there is no change in the development of latent fingermarks.
When ninhydrin is used after 1,2-indanedione the developed fingermarks become
darker in colour. It is suggested that this is due to the incomplete reaction of 1,2indanedione with amino acids, as is the case with the DFO–ninhydrin sequence
(previously discussed in section 3.2.1). It was also found that, when 1,2-indanedione
was used in sequence with DFO, there was no change to the developed fingermarks.
The authors suggest that 1,2-indanedione or DFO be used prior to ninhydrin treatment
[34]. Currently, the Australian Federal Police recommends the use of ninhydrin after
development with 1,2-indanedione [26], particularly where background luminescence
interferes with the visualisation of developed fingermarks.

3.3 Alternative amino acid sensitive reagents
With a greater understanding of fingermark chemistry and the introduction of lasers
and other forensic light sources, research into chemical alternatives to ninhydrin and
its analogues for amino acid detection have also been explored. Reagents that
demonstrated the greatest prospects were fluorescamine, o-phthalaldehyde and NBDchloride (7-chloro-4-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazole) [20,45]. However, these reagents
have not come into operational use due to disadvantages when compared to ninhydrin
and its analogues. Fluorescamine and o-phthalaldehyde react with amino acids to
form products that are luminescent under UV light and thus their application is
limited due to interference from the UV elicited photoluminescence from the optical
brighteners present in many paper substrates [20]. The products of the reaction of
NBD-chloride with amino acids exhibit luminescence when excited in the visible
region. However, NBD-chloride lacks specificity as it reacts with other unidentified
components present in some paper substrates leading to background luminescence
and reduced contrast [20]. In addition, NBD-chloride only gives products that are
visible when viewed with a suitable light source [20].

3.4 Reagents based on natural products
Prior to 2004, research into non-specific amino acid targeting reagents primarily
focused on ninhydrin and related compounds. An alternative research path developed
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with the discovery of genipin (Figure 4) [9], which, unlike other reagents, was not
synthesised as a ninhydrin analogue. Thus began a new trend into researching natural
products for fingermark detection applications.

Insert Figure 4

3.3.1 Genipin
In 2004, Almog and colleagues were first to recognise the significance of genipin as
an amino acid targeting “dual” fingermark reagent. Genipin is colourless until
reaction with primary amino acids, which results in the formation of a blue colour
with luminescence characteristics (λex 590 nm, λem 620 nm) without further treatment.
Furthermore, the safety, simplicity and sensitivity involved in detecting fingermarks
using genipin adds to its potential as a fingermark reagent [9,91].

Genipin is obtained from a number of different plant sources including Gardenia
jasminoides Ellis and Genipa Americana. Extracts from these plants have been used
for centuries as a traditional Chinese medicine, food and fabric colorants and as skin
dyes [92,93]. Herbal medicines are available as an alternative to western medicines
and are often considered to be non-toxic [94]. For this reason, genipin is considered
chemically safe and less hazardous than other common fingermark reagents [9,91,93].

Genipin’s ability to stain the skin was first reported in the chemical literature by
Djerassi and colleagues in 1960, who published that “genipin itself is colourless, but
if brought to the skin, it rapidly produces an indelible bluish/violet colour.” They later
established genipin’s ability to rapidly react with amino acids [91,95,96]. Along with
this, they describe Oviedo’s recollection of how the Indians in the 18th century bathed
in the clear juice of the fruit when tired and as a means for painting their skin,
implying the use of genipin not only as a therapeutic remedy but also as a form of
adornment [95].

Genipin has been of particular interest in the food industry. With growing concerns
over the health and safety of synthetic dyes, the importance of natural colorants in
foodstuffs has gained increasing attention. The only natural blue coloured pigments
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known to be available are obtained from Gardenia fruits and from algae [93].
However, the protein dye, phycocyanin, derived from algae, becomes unstable when
subjected to the common conditions associated with food manufacturing and
processing [93,97]. This prompted further investigations by Paik and co-workers on
the stability of genipin. They found that the Gardenia blue pigments were very stable
with regards to environmental factors, such as pH, high temperatures and exposure to
light [93].

In the biomedical community, genipin has become a molecule of interest as it is a
naturally occurring, biocompatible molecule with low cytotoxicity. Research has
found that it has the ability to form crosslinking networks with important biological
polymers preventing degradation [92,98,99]. Intramolecular and intermolecular
crosslinks are formed with compounds containing a primary amine group and, as a
result, genipin can be used as a bioadhesive, which aids healing after surgery [100102], as a bone substitute [103,104] and as a conduit material for peripheral nerve
regeneration [105].

It is the ability of genipin to react with amine groups to form intensely coloured dyes,
coupled with its low toxicity, that has given genipin the potential to provide
operational advantages over current fingermark reagents. Almog and colleagues
found that the resulting photoluminescence emits at longer wavelengths than currently
observed for other fingermark reagents [9,91]. This can result in an improved signalto-noise ratio due to the shift away from any potential background fluorescence,
creating greater contrast between the fingermark and the substrate [91]. Due to the
novel nature of genipin as a latent fingermark developer on porous surfaces,
implementation for routine forensic use, at this stage, could be somewhat premature
[9]. With further optimisation and development, the use of genipin may become an
important technique to aid in the development of latent fingermarks on porous
surfaces, particularly on substrates where background luminescence is problematic.

One key area of research is focussing on determining the reaction mechanism and the
resulting chromophore and/or fluorophore, which has yet to be verified. Investigations
have been conducted looking at the reaction of genipin with simple compounds
containing primary amines, which in turn indicate the formation of heterocyclic
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amines. These amines were further associated to form cross-linking networks,
containing short chain dimer, trimer and tetramer bridges [92,98,106,107].
Additionally, the reaction of genipin with amino acids has been reported to produce
more than one coloured compound [91,108]. Touyama and colleagues reported the
presence of one yellow and 9 brownish-red pigments (A-I), which were proposed to
be precursors of the blue product(s). It was presumed that the blue product(s) was
formed through oxygen radical-induced polymerisation and dehydrogenation of a
mixture of intermediary pigments as depicted in Figure 5 [109,110].

(insert figure 5)

Alternatively, Fujikawa proposed that a monomeric adduct, genipocyanin, was
formed from genipin reacting with glycine which further crosslinked to proteins (R in
Figure 6-b) [106]. Although structural similarities are present between compounds in
Figure 6 and Touyama’s postulations featured in Figure 5, significant conformational
variations exist, exemplifying the difficulty in deducing the mechanism involved.
These investigations by Fujikawa and Touyama were carried out in solution phase,
which may not give a true representation of the mechanism involved on paper
substrates. When amino acids from a fingermark bind to a substrate, the concentration
or surface coverage is such that the amino acids are well separated. Hence the lack of
mobility means that oligomeric products derived from multiple amino acid units are
highly unlikely. In solution, however, the ability of amino acid and genipin units to
mix permits the formation of products involving multiple amino acid and genipin
units. Unpublished work by Fazendin provides LC-MS evidence for the formation of
products involving more than 8 amino-acid-genipin units when the reaction is
conducted in solution [111]. The exact nature of the reaction occurring between
genipin and latent fingermark deposits, the nature and the number of products formed
in the reaction on paper substrate is thus still yet to be established.

(insert Figure 6)

3.3.2 Lawsone
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With the successful assessment of genipin as a potential amino acid targeting reagent,
attention was directed towards other possible natural products associated with or
displaying dying qualities. One of the most frequently used natural dyes is henna.
Henna is sourced from the leaves of Lawsonia Inermis and is commonly used to
temporarily dye the skin and hair [112,113]. As with genipin, indigenous cultures
used henna as part of religious, social and ritualistic traditions, the most prominently
recognised being mehndi decorations. This tradition consists of intricate designs
drawn in henna as a temporary form of body art and is applied to brides before their
wedding ceremonies [113]. The first use of henna as a hair dye can be traced back to
at least 4000 years ago as hair from Egyptian pharaohs contained evidence of henna
[114].

Lawsone (2-hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone) is believed to be the molecule responsible
for the dying quality of henna [112,113]. In 2008, Jelly and co-workers reported on
the reaction of lawsone with primary amino acid residues on paper surfaces. The
reaction was found to produce a dark purple/brown compound that also exhibited
photoluminescence without further treatment [41]. In a similar manner to genipin,
lawsone has a maximum intensity of luminescence occurring around 640 nm with
excitation at 590 nm. This is operationally significant as photoluminescence emission
at longer wavelengths has the potential to improve detectability by avoiding any
native background interference. Nevertheless, due to the novel nature of this work,
there is a significant amount of additional research required in order to assess the
potential of lawsone as a tool for developing latent fingermarks on porous surfaces
[41]. The reaction mechanism must be reviewed in order to obtain some level of
understanding as to the way in which the chromophore/fluorophore is produced. This,
in turn, will allow for an accurate assessment of the effectiveness of lawsone as a
fingermark reagent. Jelly and colleagues postulate the formation of a diametric
product that is based on Spyroudis’s review on the reactivity of hydroxyquinones
(Scheme 4). This mechanism is similar to the ninhydrin reaction with amines and
amino acids; unlike ninhydrin, lawsone does not require further treatment with a
metal salt to form a luminescent product [41,115].

(insert Scheme 4)
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Naphthoquinones are a class of compounds that are well known for their bioactivity
[116,117] and their ability to react with amino groups have been extensively reported
[115,118-129]. 1,2-naphthoquinone-4-sulfonate has been employed for the
determination of amino acids through the formation of highly coloured compounds
[130-134]. Rees and colleagues specifically studied the use of 1,2-naphthoquinone to
form a purple/brown compound on reaction with cysteine, and also noted that the
reaction was believed to target the amino group of the amino acid [135]. This
provides strong evidence to suggest the importance of naphthoquinones for the
detection and colorimetric analysis of primary amines or associated compounds and,
in turn, their potential use for detecting latent fingermarks on porous surfaces.

4. Conclusions and future directions
Given the value of fingerprint evidence in criminal investigations and the proven
benefits that come from targeting the amino acids in the deposit, active research in
this area will continue into the foreseeable future.

The main thrust of this research is likely to remain focussed on increasing the
likelihood of detecting and recording weak latent fingermarks on porous surfaces.
This search for improved selectivity and sensitivity is shared with other areas of
analytical chemistry. Despite ninhydrin being the predominant reagent for targeting
the amino acids present in fingermark residue, there has been significant research to
discover new reagents that offer operational advantages. This search for increased
sensitivity, with a preference for luminescence detection, has focussed on the
synthesis and optimisation of ninhydrin analogues. New directions will need to be
taken to open up other pathways to candidate reagents. There is a recent trend to
investigate natural products as a means of targeting the amino acids in latent
fingermarks, with associated benefits such as possible reduced toxicity. There is a
huge range of natural products yet to be investigated for their potential to react with
amino acids and provide a means for detecting latent fingermarks on porous surfaces.

In addition to the discovery of new reagents, there is still a need for further research to
gain a better understanding of the reaction mechanisms associated with established
reagents (eg. DFO and 1,2-indanedione) and those still under development (eg.
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genipin and lawsone). There are still unanswered questions as to the exact role of
certain components within formulations, such as metal salts. These studies will need
to utilise surface analysis techniques in order to examine the reaction intermediates
and products in situ rather than in solution in order to obtain results that are applicable
to fingermark detection on porous substrates. A better understanding of reaction
mechanisms will potentially allow the design of amino acid reagents with enhanced
properties.

On an operational level, there is a requirement for more standardised approaches to
determine the performance of latent fingermark treatments as a whole. This could
involve a collaborative trial approach to examine the variations noted in section 3.2.2
for “optimum” conditions for the various fingermark visualisation reagents. At this
time, there is no agreement as to what would constitute a “standard” latent
fingermark. Fundamental studies of the latent fingermark residue in situ, including
aging studies, would aid this area of research. While there have been a number of
reports in the literature regarding chemical analysis of the fingermark residue [136139], most have tended to involve removal of the residue from the surface, thus losing
any potential spatial information on the distribution of chemical species.

Continued research in this field will require expertise in chemical synthesis, materials
science and advanced spectroscopy, and thus there is ample room for analytical
chemistry researchers to help improve and extend a key forensic technique.
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Table legends
Table 1. Human skin secretory glands [11].

Table 2. Summary of main constituents of eccrine and sebaceous skin secretions
[3,12,21].

Table 3. Major amino acids found in a single wet thumb print [6].

Table 4. Conditions for observing photoluminescence of latent fingermarks treated
with amino acid reagents [26].
Figure legends
Figure 1: Latent fingermarks treated with the amino acid sensitive reagent lawsone.
Images (a) and (b) were taken with a Pentax K10 digital SLR, 50 mm focal length,
ISO 100. (a) photoluminescence mode (excitation with a Polilight PL 500 at 590nm
and viewed through a Wratten NA29 filter, shutter speed 6.0 s, aperture f2.8). (b)
taken under white light (shutter speed 1/125 s, aperture f4), (c) acquired using a
Poliview digital imaging system (Rofin, Australia) with excitation at 590 nm, viewed
through a 650 nm interference filter with a 1 s exposure time. Reference [41]
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 2: (a) Relative absorption spectrum of Ruhemann’s purple and its complexes
with zinc and cadmium (b) Recommended bandpass filters for observation in the
absorption mode for the zinc complex (c) Recommended bandpass filters for
observation in the absorption mode for the cadmium complex [3], used by permission.

Figure 3: Structures of ninhydrin analogues. The commonly-used names are given in
the figure for consistency with previous work; the systematic names are listed here
for the convenience of the reader: benzo[f]ninhydrin (1H-cyclopenta[b]naphthalene1,2,3-trione),

5-methoxyninhydrin

(5-methoxy-1H-indene-1,2,3-trione),

5-

(methylthio)ninhydrin (5-(methylthio)-1H-indene-1,2,3-trione), 5-aminoninhydrin (5amino-1H-indene-1,2,3-trione), 5-dimethylninhydrin (5-(dimethylamino)-1H-indene-
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1,2,3-trione),

5,6-dimethoxy-1,2-indanedione

(5,6-dimethoxy-1H-indene-1,2(3H)-

dione).

Figure 4: Structures of genipin and lawsone.

Figure 5: Proposed structures of the yellow and brownish-red (A-I) intermediates
[109,110].

Figure 6: Proposed resonance structures of (a) Genipocyanin; (b) a dimer from
Genipin and a primary amine (R = protein) [106].
Scheme legends
Scheme 1. (a) The reaction mechanism of ninhydrin with amino acids to form
Ruhemann’s purple [2,52,53,55]. (b) The reaction of Ruhemann’s purple with metal
salts to form a complex ion [61,63].

Scheme 2. Proposed reaction mechanism of DFO and an amino acid [30,71,73].
Scheme 3. Proposed reaction mechanism of 1,2-indanedione and α-amino acids [57].
Scheme 4. Suggested reaction mechanism of lawsone and amino acids [41].
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Table 1: Human skin secretory glands
Types of Glands

Secretion types

Body Distribution

Sebaceous

Sebum (lipids)

Typically localised Inhibits
to
containing

Role of Gland
the

regions bacteria,

growth

lubricates

of
and

hair protects the keratin of the

follicles

hair shaft and conditions
the surrounding skin

Sweat (sudiferous) glands
Eccrine

Sweat (aqueous)

(merocrine)

Entire body, highly Cooling the surface of the
concentrated on the skin

to

reduce

body

palms of the hands temperature, excretion of
and soles of the feet

water,

electrolytes

metabolites,
from

and

protection
environmental

hazards
Apocrine

Sweat (aqueous)

Associated

with Scent glands (pheromones)

hair follicles around
the axillary regions.
In particular, the
armpits, groin and
chest.
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Table 2: Summary of main constituents of eccrine and sebaceous skin secretions
Secretion

Eccrine

Constituents
Organic

Inorganic

Amino acids

Water (>98%)

Proteins

Chloride

Urea

Metal ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+)

Uric acid

Sulfate

Lactic acid

Phosphate

Sugars

Hydrogen carbonate

Creatinine

Ammonia

Choline

Sebaceous

Glycerides
Fatty acids
Wax esters
Squalene
Sterol esters
Sterols
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Table 3: Major amino acids found in a single wet thumb print
Amino acid

Amount (µmol)

serine

0.106

glycine

0.071

ornithine

0.034

alanine

0.029

aspartic acid

0.023

threonine

0.018

histidine

0.018

valine

0.013

proline

0.011

leucine

0.011
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Table 4: Conditions for observing photoluminescence of latent fingermarks
treated with amino acid reagents
Reagent

Excitation Band (Polilight Viewing
PL 500)

and

recording

conditions (goggles and
camera barrier filters)

Ninhydrin

post-treated 490 nm

with zinc chloride

Orange goggles, band-pass
IF565

or

long

pass

KV550/OG 550
1,8-Diazaflouren-9-one

505 nm

(DFO)

Orange goggles, band-pass
IF565

or

long

pass

KV550/OG 550
530 nm

Red goggles, long pass
OG590/IF590

555 nm

Red

goggles,

band-pass

IF600 or IF610
1,2-Indanedione

–

Zinc 505 nm

(IND-Zn)

Orange goggles, band-pass
IF565

or

long

pass

KV550/OG550
Genipin

555 nm

Red

goggles,

band-pass

IF600 or IF610
Lawsone

590 nm

Red

goggles,

Wratten

NA29
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Figure 1 (a)

Figure 1 (b)

Figure 1 (c)
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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Scheme 1

Scheme 2
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Scheme 3

Scheme 4
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